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Chapter 1

5DSoftware

1.1 5th Dimension Software

An Introduction to 5DSoftware June 2, 1997

by
Phil~Wilkinson

~~~~About~5DSoftware~~

~~~~Evaluations~~~~~~

~~~~Wanted~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~Titles ~~~~~~~

~~~~Copyright~~~~~~~~~

~~~~History~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~F1Licenceware~~~~~

~~~~F1Gold ~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~Postage/Shipping~~

1.2 5D - About 5D

Dear Programmer

Thank you for dowloading our information archive.

5th Dimension was setup to produce and supply high quality, low cost
software to all Amiga users. We’ve selected the very best from our
collection including titles that have already sold well in other schemes
and also some brand new commercial quality titles. We hold to date 34
titles, quality not quantity is our motto. We also advertise in all popular
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Amiga based publications and our distributors are encouraged to promote all
5D titles to the full.

Our main website is located in the UK at:

http://www.ware5d.demon.co.uk

Please surf across and browse through the pages to get a better idea of the
sort of software we sell. You can even download some of our demos to check
on their quality.

Here’s how it all works. The retail price of a one disk title is £3.95,
with £1.25 going to the programmer, £2.45 to the retailer, and 25p for
administration. You will receive payment from the sales of your title(s)
every forth month, by direct bank transfer (if you hold a UK bank account)
if the value is £10 or less the amount will rollover to the next pay day.

The dates for payment are the 1st of:

APRIL
AUGUST
DECEMBER

The complete title should be sent in for evaluation and if accepted a
couple of things need to be done to each disk to help protect both our
interests.

1. The official 5D disk icon to be added.
2. The official 5D title screen to be added.

I hope that the above will be of interest to you.

I would also recommend if possible, a cutdown PD version, to spread to
other libraries and 5D distributors. A screenshot of your program would
also be appreciated, to aid in magazine reviews and advertising. Please
remember that signing the agreement gives 5th Dimension Software the
exclusive right to sell the title.

Yours sincerely

Phil~Wilkinson

1.3 5D Evaluations

5D Evaluations
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

When a program is received for evaluation, it’s tested immediately by myself
and a few notes are taken down containing program type, presentation, first
impressions, and value for money. All that takes place early in the morning
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before any work as begun, so nothing is decided just yet.

When customers pop in I’ll show them the title and jot down any comments
they may make, good or bad. At the days end when all is quiet I’ll load up
any evaluations and this time go through them with a more critical eye,
again making notes and looking for the hidden features which make a good
program into a great program. Running this business as given me an eye for
what’s hot and what’s not in the crazy world of computer software. Some of
the programs may be good, but not good enough for the scheme, others may be
not suitable to sell as licenceware. This doesn’t mean they are rubbish,
just not able to join the 5D scheme and if this happens alternative ways of
marketing may be suggested. Either way you can be sure that you’ll receive
an answer from me quickly to let you know just what as been decided.

If you would like to submit one of your programs to the 5D scheme then
please read the following notes.

1. Make sure that you include your name, address, telephone number, and
if possible E-Mail address.

2. The complete program must be sent in for evaluation, no PD or cutdown
versions, I can then see just what’s on offer to the customers.

3. Include a description of the title, ie number of levels, hardware
required, is it new!

4. Tell me if there are any cheats to allow access to later levels ;)

5. Use the AmigaDOS filing system OFS/FFS depending on target machine.

6. HardDrive installable is prefered, but not essential.

All the above points will allow me to check your program to the full, if
the program is accepted an official 5D screen will have to be added, so the
disk will need to have some free space. So that’s all there is to it, some
titles are signed up and on sale within weeks, others require more
development, which I’m always happy to help with and may take months to
reach the public. If you’ve got something finished send it in now and I’ll
take a look.

Don’t forget that all 5D programmers receive a 20% discount off any title
in the scheme, that’s another great reason to join us. Don’t delay join
today and order some of the best value Amiga titles around for even less!!

1.4 Wanted

Required Now
~~~~~~~~~~~~

All program types are welcome at the moment, but one or two are really
needed. If you’ve got one of the following then please send it in for
evaluation.
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1. I’m a big fan of racing/driving games, infact I love’em. The scheme
would benefit from a car racing game and the whole world is waiting
for a good motorcycle racing game. Someone must be able to produce
one, so please send it in.

2. Educational software is always needed, specially for the 5-9 year age
groups, parents ask for these all the time.

1.5 5D - Title List

-- Education --
FDE-002 History Machine II - Facts/Figures from the past 1997 years - £3.95
FDE-003 Amiga Assist - Workbench 2/3 Tutor - £3.95
FDE-004 GCSE Physics Tutor - Essential tutorial with questions - £4.95
FDE-005 Tudor Times - An important time in English history - £3.95

-- Games --
FDG-001 Blox - Arcade puzzler - £3.95
FDG-002 Antz - Strategy - £3.95
FDG-003 Jump’Em - Arcade puzzler - £3.95
FDG-005 Hilt - Action/Strategy - £3.95
FDG-006 Paradox - Puzzle game with attitude - £3.95
FDG-007 Black Dawn II - RPG - £3.95
FDG-008 OG! The Caveman AGA - Platform game - £3.95
FDG-009 International Golf - Sports simulator - £5.50
FDG-010 PLEBS - Platform blaster - £3.95
FDG-011 Contentious - Two player shoot’em up - £3.95
FDG-012 Hilt II - Action/Strategy - £4.95
FDG-013 OutLiner - Asteroids clone - £3.95
FDG-014 ThunderDawn - Full screen RPG - £3.95
FDG-015 Rotator - Platform puzzler - £4.95
FDG-016 Splat - Breakout clone - £3.95
FDG-017 Casino - Gambling game collection - £3.95
FDG-018 Hideous - Platform blaster - £3.95
FDG-019 Parasite II - Multilevel RPG - £3.95
FDG-020 British Manager - Football management game - £3.95
FDG-021 Bouncy - Platform puzzler - £3.95
FDG-022 White Rabbits - Cool arcade puzzler - £3.95
FDG-023 Beasties II - Shoot/Strategy - £3.95
FDG-024 Burton Bird - Platform - £3.95
FDG-025 Desperation - Adventure game - £3.95
FDG-026 Nobochi - Shoot’em Up - £3.95
FDG-027 Squares/Megabounce - Puzzle - £3.95

-- Mags --
FDM-001 WAC Issue 8 - Amos based disk mag - £3.95
FDM-002 Dark Portal IV - Digital Fiction - £3.95

-- Utilities --
FDU-004 Disk-System 3 - MultiMedia diskmag creator - £3.95
FDU-005 MSR Music 1 - Copyright free music modules - £3.95
FDU-006 AGASSM v7.24 - Slideshow creator with GUI - £3.95
FDU-007 MSR Music 2 - Copyright free music modules - £3.95
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FDU-008 DSEKit - Extras disk for Disk-System - £3.95
FDU-009 Reality M&S Converter - Music/sample maker - £3.95

1.6 5D - History

-- 1994 --

Way back in the winter of 1994, trouble reared it’s loathsome head over our
beloved Amiga. The good times had gone and with them the support of all
the large software companies, their attention now turned to the PeeCee. I
had used the Amiga since the first WB1.2 A500 in the late eighties and
always supported the machine and PD markets, during 1994 I decided to leave
my job and started my own Public Domain library called "SaddleTramps PD",
which is still a very active and successful company in it’s own right. I
quickly acquired the distribution rights for the two main licenceware
schemes at the time, CLR and F1. It soon became clear that the CLR scheme
was, shall we say, in a bit of trouble. It was losing all the support and
respect of it’s programmers and was consequently going to close. At this
point I decided to start a new company and so 5th Dimension Licenceware was
born.

-- The Beginning --

I contacted many friends, programmers, and customers to find out just what
they expected to gain from either submitting titles to or buying titles
from 5D, the response was amazing!! Ideas came in thick and fast and
gradually I was able to create an exiting new structure to suit everyone
programmers, distributers, customers, and even little old me ;) Competitors
though that the aggressive pricing structure and the complete new approach
to licenceware would never work, but as you see to their dismay, it
did.

The main battle plan is simple, 5D can produce high quality Amiga software
for a retail price that anyone can afford, if bought directly from
ourselves it’s even supplied in a rather smart plastic case complete with
printed insert card at no extra cost, so keeping your software investment
safe. Customers are getting excellent value for money, programmers are
getting their titles presented with the respect they deserve, and putting
profits into their pockets for all the time spent in development.
Everybody wins with 5D and the Amiga is kept alive.

-- What Now? --

It’s over a year since the introduction of 5D onto the Amiga market and
things are going very well, coverage of our titles in the has been good.
The CLR scheme did close and so we were able to fill a gap in the market
and move along side F1L, who’s titles we still support and sell along side
our own range. The owner of F1, Steve Bye, and myself are always in
contact and operate with a friendly rivalry, both fully committed to seeing
the Amiga back on top.
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The success of 5D so far does not mean that we are sitting back and
resting on our laurels, many new titles are in development and great things
are planned for the coming year. Our latest release comes complete with a
fully printed manual (not photocopied) and is written/produced in house by
us to enhance this great new product.

Amivoice is a brand new invoice/order form creator with some innovative
ideas, the program saves all the invoices/orders to disk and allows you to
find any data within seconds, it can printout a whole days work in one
session, allows you to enter stock codes, plus much much more. A new paint
package Belle’s Paint V2.0 as just been released and some of the titles
will be totally updated for 1996. One of the main problems I found with
other schemes was the repetition of titles in the collection, thus making
an impressively long but misleading program list. At 5D we are constantly
looking at our current titles and checking their value in the scheme and
seeing if any improvements can be made, if changes can be made or a new
version is released then the title is directly updated and not added to the
end of our lists.

This creates a small but perfectly formed collection ;)

-- The Future --

5D is now the fastest growing licenceware company in the UK. Our high
standards and vigarious testing ensures the released software will always
perform as advertised. We recieve many letters from customers praising our
excellent service and product range, try us yourself today and you’ll
wonder why you didn’t try us sooner.

Programmers are always impressed with the care and enthusiasm we show
towards their titles. They also know that if a program is excepted onto
the 5D books it must be of the very highest quality.

1.7 Copyright

Copyright Warning
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I check the contents of all the programs in the scheme and to the best of
my knowledge, non contain any copyright material. Please make sure that
before you send in any title it contains only your own work and if not,
then permission from the owner to use their work must be given. Areas to
check are music modules and art work.

Once a program is signed up to the 5D scheme it cannot be sold by any other
company. This means that 5th Dimension Software as exclusive rights of
sale and only 5th Dimension Software and it’s official distributors can
legally sell the product.

Official 5D distributors (May 1997) are:
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SaddleTramps PD Snappy PD
SeaSoft Computing Pixel Digital PD Norwich PD
Sagittarius Software Der Spezialist

Titles can also be purchased from:

Doncaster Road Post Office, Wath-Upon-Dearne

1.8 Proprietor

Phil Wilkinson

1 Lower Mill Close
Goldthorpe
Rotherham
South Yorkshire
S63 9BY
England

Tel/Fax (+44) 01709 888127

E-Mail phil@ware5d.demon.co.uk

Website http://www.ware5d.demon.co.uk

1.9 Postage/Shipping

5DSoftware
1 Lower Mill Close
Goldthorpe
Rotherham
South Yorkshire
S63 9BY
England

Credit Card Sales (+44) 01709 888127

UK = 50p
Europe = £1.00 +15p (per extra disk)

Rest of World = £1.50 +20p (per extra disk)

Cheques/Postal Orders payable to 5DSoftware

+-+ All major credit cards accepted +-+

1.10 F1Licenceware
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ALL TITLES WORK ON A500, A500+, A600 and A1200 UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
ALL OF OUR TITLES REQUIRE AT LEAST 1 MEG OF MEMORY

Stereop-JR
F1-153
£3.99 (1 disk + DIY 3-D glasses kit)
1Any 1MB Amiga

Stereop-Jr is a creative art program for children and adults. It turns
three normal IFF pictures into a true stereoscopic (3D) picture, viewable
through red/blue 3-D glasses. The User makes the background, middleground
and foreground of the picture in a paint program (such as Deluxe Paint) or
uses the supplied pictures and loads them into Stereop-Jr. The processing
is interesting to watch and produces pictures with an immediate and
absolutely amazing three-dimensional effect, that can be experienced by
everyone with normal vision. Just process the pictures, put on your 3D
glasses, wait about 20 seconds for your eyes to focus and you will then see
a stunningly 3D picture that you can put your hand ’inside’, the pictures
look like they are not even on the screen. Rated 96% and 93% in the Amiga
press. The program includes a stereoscopic interface, an illustrated
on-disk User Guide and a simple stereoscopic game. Please note that
Stereop-Jr makes TRUE STEREOSCOPIC pictures and has nothing to do with
magic eye pictures or random dot stereograms. @4Demo version available
with 3D kit, please add an extra stamp to cover the cost of the 3D kit.

Scavenger II
F1-152
£3.99
Any Amiga, Joystick required.

A rather cool scrolling Asteriods clone with some rendered graphics. Scav2
is a huge Asteriods game with a difference. You have to survive 12 huge
scrolling levels by destroying asteriods, collecting powerups and avoiding
the guardians. Hard drive installable.

Dark Citadel
F1-151
£6.99 (4 disks)
1MB chip (i.e NOT A500) Joystick required.

This is one of the best games we have seen for a long time. It is a
Valhalla type adventure game with real-life digitised speech. The main
character is very cute and entertaining. There are 3 massive levels to the
game (each level takes up a whole floppy disk) You must guide your animated
character around the screens examing, eating and picking up objects to
manipulate other objects in order to solve the puzzles. You can also save
your game at any stage. Dark Citadel is hard disk installable (runs much
better) and comes with an easy to use installer.

Sorefist
F1-150
£3.99
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Any 1meg+ Amiga, A1200 recommended (speed wise).

This beat ’em’ up is a tribute to the best game of its era, RENEGADE.
Renegade was a smash hit on the 8 bits and this conversion is really close
except for the enhanced (i.e colour) graphics. There are five hard worlds
to conquer with four difficulty levels and a ’turbo’ mode in case you are
really in the mood to kick butt. Joystick required.

Distant Drums
F1-149
£3.99
Any 1meg+ Amiga.

Distant drums is a small war game. You have four worlds to conquer and
each world has 21 towns. Each game will not take long to finish, it was
designed for short games just to pass a few hours away, rather long
labourious conquests. To win a game in Distant Drums you must capture all
21 towns on each world.You have at your disposle, soliders, horsemen,
weapons and a set amount of cash to carry out your campaign.

Above Top Secret
F1-148
£3.99
Workbench 2 or higher.

Above Top Secret was produced using Q:Whiz!, a simple quiz creating utility
available from F1,(see F1-140) and shows what kind of results can be
achieved.This disk is a stand-alone product and does not require Q:Whiz!
to work.

Above Top Secret is a quiz disk completely devoted to Sci-Fi. 500
questions are available, consisting of the following subjects:

* Alien: 50 questions on the first (and best?) of the Alien films.

* Blade Runner (BRDC-92): 100 questions on the cult movie

* Doctor Who :100 questions covering the classic Doctor Who films & TV

* Red Dwarf :100 questions on the popular Red Dwarf television series

* Star Wars :50 questions covering the Star Wars trilogy of films

* The X-Files (Season Two):100 questions on the cult TV programme

Pot Luck 3, Data Disk
F1-147
£3.99
Requires F1-065, THE ULTIMATE QUIZ II.

This disk contains 500 new questions and 1500 answers for the popular
Ultimate Quiz II. As the title suggests the questions are of a random
subject matter. As a bonus also on this disk you will find a updater
program to fix a bug or two in Ult Quiz and allow you 9 playing credits
instead of three.

Classic Pucman
F1-146
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£3.99 (1 disks)
Any Amiga.

This is a really great game. The greatest and most simple arcade game ever
written is faithfully reproduced here which even includes the exact same
sound effects as in the original arcade game. Every detail has been
reconstructed from the colours and graphics to the level design. But there
are added features too such as options to play in different modes ’Super
Pacman’ ’Arcade’ etc.

Keith’s Quest
F1-145
£6.99 (4 disks)
A1200 or A4000.

Another great Point & Click Graphic Adventure game. Thos one was inspired
by Relics Of Deldroneye, Jasper liked Relics so much he decided to make his
own adventure in a similar vein. As you must of guessed it is very good,
otherwise it wouldn’t be in the F1 scheme of course! The game was
originally on 6 disks but using a good compressor the the lot now fits on 4
disks. You have plenty to do with nearly 6 megabytes of adventuring, there
are 53 locations, many of them huge scrolling ones, 16 pieces of original
music, a mapscreen, bonus in-games including beat-em-up, shoot-em-up and
exploration games. Keith was 2 years in the making and it shows. A very
good game indeed, Amiga Format, CU and Computing absolutely LOVED it, you
will too.

Edword Pro V4.1
F1-144
£3.99
Any Amiga.

This older, bargain priced, but FULL version of Edword Pro is for people
that do not have Workbench 2 or are on a budget.

Boris Ball Extra Levels
F1-143
£3.99
REQUIRES BORIS BALL, F1-133.

This disk contains 600 new levels for perhaps the greatest bat ’n’ ball
game ever. If you have Boris Ball you will know just how exciting,
addictive and fun filled it really is, and why its nearest rivals don’t
even come close in terms of sheer playability. This disk in effect gives
you six new complete versions of Boris. These funtastic boards are about
as WILD, WEIRD and WACKY as you are going to get, and will engage you in
many happy hours of absolutely superb game play. Each set of boards has
taken P. Whitfield hours on end to produce (considerably longer than most
people would probably be willing to spend designing their own boards) in
order to get them absolutely perfect - and the results speak for
themselves! Presented on this essential data disk for any Boris fanatic
are 600 of the very best boards; all highly imaginative, original and
exciting. To install the boards all you need do is double click on the
install icon and insert your Boris disk, it couldn’t be easier.
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The Experiment
F1-142
£5.99 (3 disks)
Any 1meg+ Amiga.

At last GRAC created adventure games are starting to appear, expect more
soon. The Experiment is three disks of excellent adventuring, not too
difficult but challenging enough to make it enjoyable to solve. In the
game, you play the part of Bud Lightning - clean cut, shade wearing, all
round nice-guy as he tries to save a Primitive Tribe from extinction after
his base is attacked by the nasty Stingons. Good graphics/music and
competently designed, this will keeo adventurers quite for a while. One
for the collection. The big bonus with the Experiment is even A500 owners
can play.

Outfall
F1-141
£3.99
Any Amiga.

This is a brilliant arcade game, it is a clone of a MegaDrive cartridge
game that I have never seen,but it supposed to be a close rendition.
Outfall is one of those very simple games that are so very addictive and
great fun. Based on the Tetris theme, ’beans’ fall down the screen in
pairs, you manipulate and position the beans into groups the best you can,
4 beans of the same colour together will elimanate that group. The idea is
to keep your ’board’ as clear as possible of beans. Just to add a bit of
spice the computer randomly throws in some grey beans to messs you up.
Meanwhile your opponent (or the computer) is busy doing the same on its own
board, the one who lasts longest is the winner. There is quite a bit more
to it than that, but I will let you discover that for yourselves. This
games is very slick, written in super-fast Machine Code and is very
configurable. For example it supports 1-8 players, tournament mode,
demonstration mode,pratice mode, 3 difficulty levels, Pal/NTSC systems,
acceleration, speed, height adjusters etc. etc.

Q:Whiz
F1-140
£4.99 (2 disks)
WB2 and at least 2 meg of memory.

Here we have a very simple, no frills quiz creating utility. Unlike other
creator utilities which incorporate features for designing quiz systems,
Q:Whiz! - Creator is written purely for the creation of quiz games.
Everything regarding the quiz interface is already set up so there’s no
messing about creating text boxes, buttons, scripts etc. All you have to
do is come up with the questions and choices which are then simply entered
into the Creator and saved to the Player disk provided. And that’s it!
The Player disk is a stand-alone disk used to distribute your quizzes. The
Player disk containing your quiz files can be released as PD / Shareware or
you could even sell the disk yourself and make some money in the process!
Fame and fortune are just around the corner*.
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Arcade Darts
F1-139
£3.99
Requires 1MB Chip mem (1.5MB recommended)

Arcade Darts is for anyone who occasionally fancies a game of darts but
can’t find either a dartboard or someone to play with ! With a selection
of different games to play, a range of computer opponents and sampled
speech too, it could turn you into a darts master without the need to
develope a beer belly !

J-Windows
F1-138
£4.99 (2 disks)
Workbench 2.1 or higher (NOT A2000/WB2.05), Amos Pro and Compiler required.

J-Windows is a huge, previously unreleasd Amos extension designed to let
you easily get at many of the interesting and useful parts of the operating
system.

The speed of the executables is the fastest seen yet from an Intuition
extension and J-Windows supports just about every part of intuition,
including ListView, which is pretty impressive. In English, this means
WINDOWS, AGA graphics(WB3), proper WORKBENCH support. J-Windows contains
about 200 new commands and is a ’PROPER’ extension, not a set of
procedures, though this is arguable since it can use procedures that you
can create through GadstoolBox, not supplied.

Absolute beginners guide to Workbench 3, Volume 5
F1-137
£3.99
A1200/A4000

Vol 5 is the last disk in this series and its main topic is hints and tips.
Some of the subjects covered are:

* All the tricks on installing awkward programs onto your hard drive.

* What to do when you get a ’Not validated’ error on your hard drive.

* Everything you need to know about crunching files.

* Ditto file formats.

* What do those mysterious screen colours mean on boot up?

* How to format a disk for use on a PC.

* How to change the Ram disk icon permanently.

* The history of the Amiga.

* How to cut down your Workbench and save tons of space.

The Guide To Blitz
F1-136
£4.99 (2 disks)

Any Amiga. (You will need the Blitz Basic programming language to make any
sense of this guide of course, Covers commands, including PD extensions, up
to V2.0)
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The guide to Blitz is a truley MASSIVE tome spanning over 400 A4 pages of
text and covers virtually every subject you are ever likely to need to know
about. This superb reference is an invaluable aid to beginners and will
serve as a great reference work for experts. Guide To Blitz comes on two
disks, disk two is choc full of remmed example programs that are covered in
the main guide to save you any typing.

Pitch ’N’ Putt
F1-135
£7.99 (5 disks)
Any 1meg+ Amiga.

F1’s first golf game, PnP was chosen because of its sheer playabilty. It
is very easy to get in to, you don’t even need to read the instructions,
though an in depth on-disk manual is run if you boot up disk 2. Pnp’s
graphics are not top quality but they are good enough, you hardly notice
anyway as you get sucked right into this game from the start.

Disks 3,4 and 5 contain extra courses which will guaruntee longevity.

AmosZine 11
F1-134
£4.99 (2 disks)
Any 1meg+ Amiga.

The LAST ISSUE (for now, at least) of the Amos coders dream. Wether you
are beginner or expert you will learn from and enjoy participating in this
mag. Join the friendly clan of the select Amos coders of the world.

Boris Ball
F1-133
£3.99
Any 1meg+ Amiga.

This isn’t just another ’Bat ’n Ball’ game, it has been written in direct
competetion to the Shareware hit MegaBall. The author was tired of
Megaball’s bad points (he lists them in the doc file of the game) and
decided to correct themand Boris is the result. I found it to be an
exceptional game in all areas, and I don’t mind telling you that each time
I loaded it to have a ’quick’ test I ended up playing it for hours. Boris
beats Megaball and slaughters the commercial (and old) Arkanoid game. If
you enjoy this type of game you won’t find much better anywhere. *Load
Workbench first to run this game. HD installable.

Guitar Fret Master Pro
F1-132
£3.99
Any 1meg+ Amiga.

GFMaster is a Guitar Scales Tutor, which displays the scale shape along the
neck and Tablature below. It contains 141 scales/runs and is aimed at
anyone with a guitar, and if used along with GCDirPro (F1-069) makes an
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ideal package if you are just starting to play.

Teeny Weenys
F1-131
£3.99
A1200/A4000

This game is outstanding, from the author of the top selling Magic Paint
Box. The graphics, as you would expect are superb, well they would be
since Mal is a commercial artist. The game itself is great too, it is a
sort of Lemmings/Troddlers/Vikings clone. This arcade/platform/puzzler has
great sound effects and music and tests the old grey matter somewhat.

Ballunacy
F1-130
£3.99
Requires: 1meg+ WB2+.

This is a really good and original arcade puzzler & just my luck quite
awkward to describe, but here goes anyway. Each level starts with a free
rolling ball that you need to guide around a maze type screen by
manipulating gates and running the ball into power-ups, fairly standard
stuff so far, but you can also add your own ’gates’ with a click of the
mouse in any position and then swith the gates to manipulate the path of
the ball in various directions. It all sounds really complicated but it
isn’t, it is a really simple game to get into and really enjoyable and
addictive. The graphics are very nice and to top it all you even get the
level designer chucked in so you can contine where the programmer left off
and create as many new levels as you want, the game comes with 20 levels.
The designer is a doddle to use by the way and no programming is involved,
just mouse clicks. Highly recommended.

LottoBase
F1-128
£3.99
Requires: Any Amiga.

A very nice and easy to use UK Lottery number database. Already contained
in the database are all the number up to week 66 (Feb 17th 96) It is very
easy to input new numbers as the weeks progress and the program can tell
you about the current hottest & coldest numbers and a unique ’Mix’ option
of a prediction based on both. A very simple program that anyone can
maintain as a record of the lottery.

Tell the Time
F1-127
£3.99
Educational (5-9 years approx)
Requires: Any 1 meg+ Amiga.

TELL THE TIME is based purely on helping Children to learn to tell the time
and consists of five levels. Rather than follow the normal trend where
certain levels have to be completed before moving on, this program allows
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the ‘User’ to decide which level he/she wants to do and for how long. By
pressing the ESC(ape) key at certain times during a level, you will be
returned to the Level Screen. The five levels contain sub-games of a
platform game, shoot-em-up, breakout and a great ’watch the train’
animation. All these treats need to be earned though, by correctly telling
the time.

A Tour Through Time V1.12
F1-126
5.99 (3 disks)
Educational (8 years+ approx)
Requires: any 1 meg+ Amiga

The purpose of this program is to give a brief coherent account of history
from the moment of the creation of the Universe to the present day. The
whole program is represented graphically by an imaginary "road" that is
exactly one mile long. This mile represents the 15 billion years of
evolution since the creation of the Universe.

Strategy Games Pack
F1-125
£5.99 (3 disks)
Requires: Any 1 meg+ Amiga.

Disk 1: It’s Only Rock ’N Roll.

Disk 2: British Football.

Disk 3: Space Warriors.

Relics of Deldroneye II
F1-124
£7.99 (5 Disks)
Requires:A1200/A4000

After rescuing the king from the kidnappers and slaughtering them (Relics1)
You (Falcon) was appointed the task of clearing the town Zantis of a bunch
of psycho crims. On return to Deldroneye you find you have once again been
betrayed and have been left cruising in space alone on your ship, that is
until you discover two Alien craft in the normally deserted quadrant.

Punter V3.2R
F1-122
£3.99
Requires:Workbench 2 or better & 1.5 meg free or more mem.

See F1-090 for full description.

This is quite a big update. The whole cosmetic look of the game has been
improved and a few bugs fixed.

AmosZine 10
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F1-121
£5.99 (3 disks)
Requires:Any 1meg Amiga

Disk 1:articles/tutorials/help/advice etc.
Disk 2:Archived (lha) source code
Disk 3:Archived (lha) source code/prgs

A stonkingly good issue as usual. More new talent has been drawn to AZ in
recent months due to the exposure in the Amiga mags (See Amiga Shopper
cover disk Xmas issue) So expect lots of cool coding ideas/advice and
source code. The Amos Coders Bible. For beginners to Elite, all are
welcome.

The Intuition Extension V1.3a
F1-120
£3.99
Any 1MB Amiga + Amos/Amos Pro

Straight from the USA, this wicked Intuition extension for Amos has been a
well kept secret from the Amos world for quite a while now. Unless you are
a regular to the Aminet (Dev/Amos) or on the Internet Amos Mailing list, I
doubt very much if you have even heard of this great extension. In some
ways it is similar to Intos, that is in its ease of use, on the other hand
Intos is very slow compared to this and the IE is a REAL extension and NOT
just a set of procedures. So, if you want professional looking Workbench
style programs in Amos this is the one to get.

Parasite
F1-119
£3.99
A1200/A4000

Black Dawn is back again! This improved vrsion is now 1 or two players and
has "layered" levels. If you don’t know what a Black Dawn game is then
take a peek at F1-115 and F1-085/86, needless to say it is as good as the
rest of the BD’s, if not BETTER!

Absolute Beginners Guide To Workbench 3, Vol 4
F1-118
£3.99
Workbench 2.0 minimum, WB3.0/3.1 recommended

This volume covers the use of AmigaDos, how to handle archivers and cover
disk archives easily, how to create AmigaGuide documents, discussion on
programming languages, script writing and how to create your own
compilation disks & more inter-related subjects. Comes with a free full

*exclusive* to F1 program called Extractor which allows total beginners to
handle archives easily.

Epsilon 9
F1-117
£4.99
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An Amiga with at least 1Mb. Users with only 1Mb may miss out on some of
the animation and music. Recommend-Second drive or (preferably) hard
drive, 2Mb ram, 020 but not essential: processor or better.

Epsilon 9 is the sequal to the PD hit Starbase 13. Don’t worry though the
graphics are excellent this time and the game is even more challenging.
Epsilon 9 is a Monkey Island style adventure game and is absolutley superb,
it could even given Relics Of Deldroneye a run for its money!

Willys Weirdy Nightmare
F1-116
£3.99
A1200/A4000

Willys Weirdy Nightmare is based on the classic Spectrum platform game ’Jet
Set Willy’. This version, however, is greatly enhanced. Some of the
features you can expect are :-

* Approximately 500k worth of 64 colour graphics

* Loads of puzzles, hidden rooms etc.

* Save and load feature

* Good, solid gameplay (unlike some games nowadays !)

* Well over 150 levels !

* Loads in one go - no loading levels from disk

* A lot faster than the original

Black Dawn 6 - HELLBOUND
F1-115
£4.99 (2 disks)
A1200/A4000

So now is YOUR chance to play what has been described as the best BD game
ever. It certainly looks good and plays great. If you don’t know what a
Black Dawn game is like yet (where have you been living, in a cave?) it’s a
kinda Dungeon Master clone, you rove around a 3D tunnel type maze thingy,
kicking butt and running away a lot.

Dialog Procedures V4.0
F1-114
£3.99
Requires Amos or AmosPro (NOT EASY AMOS)

Another treat for Amos users. These procedures were designed and written
to allow the user to incorporate a fully working button interface in their
AMOS programs. The main advantage about using these procedures is that you
do not need to install a separate extension, and also you do not need to
address the Workbench Intuition System, so that makes it a lot easier to
create fully working screens with simple command procedures. As an added
bonus the system works a LOT faster than operating intuition from Amos
using an extension. All the bits that you would expect are included like
windows, 3D boxes. file requester etc.
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Amos AGA Extension (Build V.312)
F1-113
£3.99
AGA AMIGA REQUIRED (A1200,A4000) + Amos Classic or Amos Professional.

NOTE: F1 its distributers or M.Prince do not wish to mislead anyone, this
program is far from completion, there is as yet no support for bobs
and sprites, however there are 22 commands (listed below) and more in
development. New commands for this extension will depend on how it is
supported.

AmosZine 9
F1-112
£5.99 (3 disks)
Any 1meg+ Amiga

The classic Amos coders bible continues going from strength to strength
with another packed issue of Amos programmers hints, tips, tutorials,
opinions, articles, problems solved, free professional graphics, and of
course the obligatory bucket load of cool source code. A must for any Amos
coder, beginner or professional.

Return to Zantis
F1-111
£3.99
A1200/A4000

This is NOT Relics Of Deldroneye 2, it is what the author calls a
"Link-Sequel". In his words, it is to keep quite all the people screaming
at him and us to get Relics 2 done. As R2 is taking a lot longer than
anticipated Lee has decided to release this new Relics mini adventure to
keep all you hungry fans busy until R2 is ready. Players of the original
Relics will feel right at home with Return To Zantis, Zantis is the main
town in Relics remember.

Codename Nano
F1-041A
£3.99
A1200/A4000

Let me explain the strange Disk no. The F1 CD has two titles missing, 25
and 41, the authors refused permission. Codename Nano is a replacement for
Disk 41 on the CD, but F1-041 is still occupied by the original disk on
this list , so I have named this 41A. Nano is a thrust style game with
georgous graphics and a perfect difficulty level.

Absolute Beginners Guide To WorkBench 3, Vol 3 (Tools)
F1-109
£3.99
Workbench 2+ (WB 3.0 recommended)

This is the third part of the on-going series of Workbench 3 tutorials.
This volume concentrates on the contents of the Tools drawer of your
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Workbench disk. It discusses what each program is for and how to use them.
There are plenty of diagrams and easy to understand explanations. Lots of
other general information is also covered. This volume also looks at the
contents of the Commodities drawer and the last part of the Extras3.0 disk
is covered.

Push and Pull
F1-108
£3.99
A1200/A4000

This is a really nice looking 1 or 2 player arcade puzzler. The main
objective of the game is to simply clear each level of nasties by "pushing"
blocks onto them, no quite as easy as it sounds as they appear to be fairly
intelligent nasties! . You start the game with limited "pushing power"
and have to build this up by collecting "pills" that are hidden in blocks
that you crush on your crusade. Other items you may find in crushed blocks
are Extra lives/speed up/immune and a mystery power up. Quite hard,
addictive and fun with very nice graphics.

AmosZine 8
F1-106
£5.99

The Amos legend continues. The longest surviving (and growing) Amos
dedicated disk mag. This is one of the best issues ever, catering for
beginners to "Ace coder" there’s plenty here for everyone. Some of the
highlights of this issue are:

* The complete source code to Fortress II the previously unreleased sequel
to Lee Bamber’s mega F1 hit Fortress.

* Tutorials for complete beginners, how to use Amigados libraries, creating
your own extensions and making music for your programs.

* Exclusive demos of the new POWERBOBS extension And DMC Gold.

* Megabyte+ of cool source code, mostly new stuff written by the AZ team.

* Stacks of articles & a variety of programming subjects and probs solved.

* Lots of freely usable graphics drawn by professional commercial artist.

Martial Morphers
F1-104
£3.99
A1200/A4000 ONLY

Here is one for Beat-Em-Up fans. Martial Morphers is a bit different
compared to your usual Beat-Em-Up type game, here you control TWO fighters
at the same time, which requires a fair amount of strategic violence in the
right place at the right time. The sprites are IK+ style but again with a
difference, as you kick or punch you get some morphing thrown in for fun.
I must confess I am not a Beat-Em-Up addict but I enjoyed a few rounds of
this game. The presentation is nothing short of superb by the way.

Tele-Subtitle V3
F1-103
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£3.99
Any 1 meg+ Amiga

Tele SubTitle (TS) is a Video SubTitler meant for people, who just have a
basic video set up - I.e. A Camcorder, A GenLock, An Amiga of course and
that’s about it - and just want to SubTitle friends video films, etc with
as much ease as possible.

TS is very easy to use. You simply pick your subtitles from a main menu
until you have built up a Sequence and then you press the Test/Play icon,
which will send you to the ‘Total Control’ part of the program. From there
you simply use a set of sequence keys to display your subtitles, etc. It’s
as easy as that!

Introducing Workbench V2.0
F1-101
£6.99
WorkBench 2 or 3, i.e. NOT A500

This new version comes on four disks packed to the brim with info that
covers virtually every aspect of Workbench 2 and 3. There are now many
more diagrams (taking up a whole disk in fact) A complete Amigados guide
and reams and reams of text, featuring hints and tips and in depth
information on general usage of the Workbench. What made the original Int
Wb so popular with the press and public was it’s unique way of loading a
simulation of Workbench and when you attempt to run a Workbench program it
displays all the information relevent to that program, rather than running
the program itself.

Atomic II
F1-100
£3.99
Any 1meg+ Amiga.

This is a splendidly simple and fun puzzler. Simply set up a sequence of
switches and guide coloured balls to their correct homes. It’s quite easy
at first, which is what makes it so addictive, but gets to be a real
challange later. 100 levels with password support. A nifty little game
suitable for anyone of any age.

GRAC User Disk 1
F1-099
£3.99
Any 1meg+ Amiga.

This disk is an absolute MUST for anyone who has bought Grac V1/V1.1
(F1-066) or GRAC V2.

It contains an in-depth step by step tutorial for making a game, with lots
of new copyright free graphics & music for you to use in your own Grac
creations, another new Main character animation, a frequently Asked
Questions section, a bug report on V1.0 of Grac and how to get around them
and of course another sample game. Brilliant. If you want to see more
Grac user disks buy this!
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Gonks
F1-098
£3.99
A1200/A4000 ONLY

This is an excellent game, its a sort of cross between Lemmings/Troddlers
and Lost Vikings. The idea is to arrange blocks & scenery items like
ladders & steps in such a way so that the Gonk or Gonks can get home
safely. This all has to be done within a time limit of course and you get
to use explosives and things to make things even more fun. Gonks has good
Lemmings style graphics and music, has 40 levels and 3 worlds (Lego World,
Jungle world and Tiler world) Very good fun and addictive, gets the old
grey matter chugging after a few levels. Password feature ensures you
don’t have to redo the same old levels time and again.

The Ultimate Quiz Vol 2 DATA DISKS
F1-097
£4.99

* REQUIRES THE ULTIMATE QUIZ VOL 2* (See F1-065)
Will NOT work with F1-060 Ult Quiz 1.

Great value, Andy has decided to release two more data disks. In case you
are wondering the data disks hold 500 questions as that’s all the questions
that can be run in THE ULTIMATE QUIZ in one session.

SPORT DATA DISK POT LUCK DATA DISK 2nd edition

Magnetic Fiction
F1-096
£3.99

This disk is a massive collection of Horror/Shocker stories, all written by
very talented up and coming authors. Andrew is trying to pioneer a new
breed of software with MF and he has done an incredibly good job with the
content and presentation. The disk is 100% full and contains no less than
29 stories ranging from just spooky to far out blood curdling shockers.

Game Music 2
F1-095
£3.99

This fantastic disk contains 11 music modules for you to use in your own
productions. The music has been especially and exclusively composed for F1
by Mike Richmond, who is a well respected and sought after musician and has
written scores (no pun intended) of tunes for many P.D and Licenceware
titles. Just as with Steve Gane’s disks (see F1-044) all Mike asks is that
give him credit for his work in your product.

AmosZine Issue 7
F1-094
£5.99
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Amoszine is THE ONLY remaining Amos dedicated disk mag left, it has
survived because of it’s excellent content and quality. Weather you are an
expert or beginner Amoszine has something for you. Learn coding tricks
from the experts, get all the latest news/reviews from the Amos scene
stacks or articles and of course the ton of useful source code (archived)
that comes with every issue.

Zonal War
F1-093
£3.99

This is a direct copy of a Spectrum classic strategy war game called War
Zone. It is extremely simple to play, but furiously addictive, like all of
Daves games are (see 92 and 21). The game is set over 9 sections and you
play the computer taking turns to strategically move your men and armour
and basically destroy the enemy, such is war. It’s a very clever little
game and the gameplay superbly crafted, just as the Spectrum version was.
A nice touch is the ’Air Attack’ you are allowed once each turn. Sound
samples are used to good effect.

Premier League
F1-092
£3.99

If you know of a PD game called Premier Picks you already know what this
game is about. The author wrote this clone because he was sick of Premier
Picks crashing on him all the time.

Premier League is a fun football game, using a blend of skill & chance, you
must take your selected team to the top of the league. Each match’s
highlights are decided by selections of cards on wether you score a goal,
give a penalty away or a free kick etc. The skill bit is trying tpremember
the positions of certain cards. It sounds drab, but I bet you have never
played a more addictive fotty game or had so much fun.

D.M.C (The Disk Mag Creator)
F1-091
£4.99

DMC can be used by anyone who wishes to release catalogue disks, disk mags,
letter disks etc. Your own graphics, sounds and text files can be used and
the whole thing will become your very own personal utility. You can then
freely spread your production to anyone who wishes to use it.

Absolute Beginners Guide to AMOS V3.0
F1-089
£4.99

This is quite a large update of disk F1-50. The whole ’book’ has been
revised and 10 new chapters added. The second disk is the same as F1-50’s.
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Ghostslayers
F1-088
£3.99

Ok, hands up who played the original Ghostbusters game on your
C64/Spectrum? Go on admit it, it was fun and it was good. In fact it was
one of the most succesful 8 bit releases ever. Ghostslayers is an
unashamed rip-off of that game (but with more colours of course) It still
retains the essential gameplay. Basically you open a business account, buy
a car and equip it with all the ghost busting weapons you can, drive around
town looking for ghosts, nip into buildings and kick ghost-butt, catch the
ghosts in your ghost traps and take them back to HQ. Once the cities "PK"
level has reached 1000 you have to tackle the Gatekeeper and the keymaster
etc. you know the score. Who needs a spectrum emulator? At least this
one runs at a good speed.

Tele-Title 2
F1-087
£3.99

TT2 is an easy to use video titling program for all you Camcorder/Genlock
owners. By easy to use I mean EASY TO USE. You simply choose a Title from
the main menu and TYPE - Not Cut & Paste like most other titlers - up to 3
Names for that title. You keep doing this until you’ve typed in your
sequence. You then simply press Play and your sequence is played.

Legions of Dawn (HARD DISK VERSION, see F1085 for Floppy version)
F1-086
£4.99
AMIGA A1200/A4000

The previous games in this series were: Black Dawn (PD), BD Special
Edition, & Black Dawn II (5D Licenceware). LOD is the final result of
Black Dawn. It has been written and vastly playtested & improved over the
past 2 years, many, many people (20+) on the ’scene’ have helped out in its
production, so you can be assured that this game is honed to perfection.

Legions Of Dawn is a mega-atmospheric single-player 3D roleplaying game
viewed from first person perspective - in other words as though you are
’inside’ the game world and viewing it through your own eyes. The various
futuristic constructions that you must attack and defeat are represented by
complex maze-like networks, composed of corridors, rooms, doors, computer
terminals... a whole array of exciting and fully interactive elements. In
a nutshell, its a kind of Doom clone with tons of gore and atmos, navigate
through the corridors wasting all the bad dudes and collecting more
powerful weapons/cash/goods, logging on to computer terminals and generally
being a very bad person, then make your way to the exit.

Legions of Dawn (FLOPPY DISK VERSION, see F1086 for Hard Disk version)
F1-085
£4.99
AMIGA A1200/A4000
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Word Plus+ Professional V1.3
F1-084
£4.99

Word Plus+ Pro is a program intended for use as an aid to solving/creating
word puzzles, crosswords, etc. The program is supplied with a dictionary
of a massive 75000+ words that the program will search when solving a
particular puzzle. We believe this package to be the most powerful of its
type, but don’t take our word for it. See for yourself how quickly the
program searches the dictionary on each of the programs four word puzzle
solving options, compared with the other word utilities on the market
today.

Image Compressor
F1-083
£3.99

The Image Compressor is aimed at all AMOS programmers. It is a simple
utility to compress and convert images into different formats. It was
written to replace the IFF Compactor that is supplied with AMOS
Professional.

Sounds Complete Vol2
F1-082
£3.99

Sounds Complete is not just another disk of music, well it is, but the
music on this disk has been especially written for programmers who just
happen to be writing a Shoot-Em-up game. Everything you need is on here
all originally composed for this disk. Not only that there is also a suite
of sampled sound effects and even some ABK stuff for Amos programmers.

Aquakon
F1-081
£5.99
2MB Chip ram required, ie. A1200

At last! a new title from the legendary Lee Bamber. After the success of
Relics (F1-018) and Fortress (F1-07) Lee keeps the quality high with his
latest blockbuster- Aquakon. You all know what Doom is,well this is Doom
on water. No girly walls to hide behind here. This isn’t just another
Shoot-Em-Up there’s a lot more to it than that. There are 50 levels of
mayhem to slaughter your way through using 10 different types of weapon and
facing five different types of Alien/monsters. Aquakon contains 1.5
Megabytes of graphics, that’s why you need 2 meg of chip ram.

Mal’s Map Editor
F1-080
£3.99

I wrote this map editor for my own use, and have not stopped using it for
all my games since. It can be used for any type of program ie: Puzzle,
scrolling, multi level and single screen level games.
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AmosZine Issues 5 and 6
F1-079
£5.99

See F1-049/F1-055 for more details. This is the latest, bang up to date
Amos programmers mag, giving you oddles of news/tips/advice/chat and of
course loads of lovely source code.

Sunny Spells
F1-078
£3.99

Sunny Spells is aimed at making spelling for children, both young and old,
FUN! To achieve this the author as included lots of colourful graphics,
two distinctive characters, animation scenes and amusing sound effects.
All control is via the mouse.

Absolute Beginners Guide to Workbench 3.0 Vol2
F1-077
£3.99
Workbench 3.0 ONLY

This volume concentrates on the 15 Preferences editors that you will find
on your Workbench EXTRAS disk. Each editor is explained in detail with
plenty of diagrams. There is also lots of incidental information, advice
and tips as is with volume 1. Learn how to customize your Workbench and
have the system YOU want. It is recommended that you read volume 1 first
as vol 2 takes into account the subjects that you should of learnt from vol
1. If you are a beginner mystified by the Workbench system and what it is
supposed to do then these are the guides for you. No knowledge of the
Amiga is assumed. If you don’t have vol 1 then just add 50p when ordering
this disk.

Obstickle
F1-076
£3.99

Obstickle is a multi level arcade platform game complete with a full game
level editor (edit up to 100 levels). You have to control a bouncy ball,
and bounce him around the many levels collecting sweets and presents while
avoiding many nasties and "obstickles".

The Ultimate Quiz Vol 2 DATA DISKS
F1-075
£4.99
REQUIRES THE ULTIMATE QUIZ VOL 2 (See F1-065)

In case you are wondering the data disks hold 500 questions as that’s all
the questions that can be run in THE ULTIMATE QUIZ in one session.

MOVIES DATA DISK:
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POT LUCK DATA DISK:

CLIndex Professional v2.OO
F1-073
£4.99
Workbench 2 or above

Taking over where C.L.Index version 1 left off, C.L.Index Professional
caters for the more advanced Shell user. Every help file has been
improved, and all of the options of every Shell command are explained in
full. Many more PD commands have been described, and a special utility has
been included to find a help file quickly - from the Shell, of course!

Disk two contains a realm of information on a variety of subjects as
diverse as the contents of the libs drawer of your Workbench disk to an
explanation of just what ’Gurus’ really are!

The Eire Raising Adventures Of Seamus O’Mally
F1-072
£6.99 (4 disks)

Now this game is FUNNY, and I mean FUNNY. Its a Relics/Monkey Island style
point n click graphic arcade adventure. I am sure you know what this type
of game is like by now! Ok the graphics are not exceptional, but you don’t
notice as you are too busy laughing. This is a genuinely funny game and
quite a challange.

Music2Tab Excel v1.61
F1-071
£3.99

If you play guitar and want to pick notes instead of just strumming the
chords, or you are a budding Eric Clapton who finds sheet music baffling,
then Music2Tab is for you.

Music2Tab converts music notation (sheet music) into guitar tablature
(TAB), a special shorthand showing which fret to hold down and which string
to pluck, to play the corresponding note. Just place the notes on the
stave and they are instantly converted to TAB. Music2Tab allows you to
choose where on the neck of the guitar you prefer to play and then
calculate the TAB around this preferred fret.

Sounds Complete Vol 1
F1-070
£3.99

Sounds Complete is not just another disk of music, well it is, but the
music on this disk has been especially written for programmers who just
happen to be writing a Beat-Em-up game. Everything you need is on here all
originally composed for this disk. Not only that there is also a suite of
sampled sound effects and even some ABK stuff for Amos programmers.
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Guitar Chord Directory II Pro V5.a
F1-069
£3.99

This one is a highly regarded utilty for guitarists. The old P.D versions
were the highest rated for this type of program. From what I can gather it
displays chord positions on screen for you and also includes other guitar
utils like a tuner and a songbook that displays sheet music of popular
songs.

Aquanaut
F1-068
£3.99

From the author of Operation Firestorm and Giddy 2 comes AQUANAUT, a brand
new underwater shoot-em-up! Atlantic HQ have lost contact with their top
secret under water base, Aquasphere 1.. As pilot of "The Shark", the
ultimate armoured submersible, you have been brought in to investigate...

The game features 5 massive levels swarming with enemies, each ending in a
show down with a huge guardian.. An impressive array of firepower is
included, so as well as your upgradable pulse lazer, "Power weapons" such
as Missiles and Rebounding Projectiles are available, allowing you to
tackle the toughest of challenges..

Bubble Trubble
F1-067
£4.99
NOT A500

This is not your run-of-the-mill arcade puzzler, its a highly complex game
brilliantly executed. Put very simply You have to rescue the "QT’S" from
their imprisoning bubbles. B.T is similar in style to Bubble Bobble and if
you liked that and games like Rainbow Islands I am sure you will love this.
B.T is not for the faint hearted or the very young, its tough, its an
adults game in terms of gameplay.

G.R.A.C
F1-66
£4.99

Have you played the best non-commercial adventure on the Amiga? (Relics Of
Deldroneye, F1-018) Yes? enjoyed it didn’t you! How would you like to
create your own graphic adventure game similar or even better than Relics?
Now, for the first time on the Amiga (and possibly any other computer) F1
brings you GRAC, The Graphical Adventure Creator. What! you can’t
program? Don’t worry no programming skills are needed, though any
programming knowledge will be of benefit. you will need a basic
understanding of your Amiga though.

The Ultimate Quiz Vol II
F1-065
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£4.99

This is a new set of 500 questions and a brand new question driver, you do
not need The Ultimate Quiz Volume 1 to use these disks. A new feature is
the ability to create your own "Data Disks" easily which really makes this
set a worthwile purchase.

Game Music Vol 1
F1-064
£3.99

This fantastic disk contains 16 music modules for you to use in your own
productions. The music has been especially and exclusively composed for F1
by Mike Richmond, who is a well respected and sought after musician and has
written scores (no pun intended) of tunes for many P.D and Licenceware
titles. Just as with Steve Gane’s disks (see F1-044) all Mike asks is that
give him credit for his work in your product.

Speedtris
f1-063
£3.99

Speedtris is a Tetris game, as if you couldn’t guess! But what makes this
one stand out from the crowd the sheer amount of extra options offered, (21
in all).

Junior Artist
F1-062
£3.99

This is a really excellent piece of software, similar in many ways to our
Art School. JA beats Art School in the simplicty stakes, its just so very
easy to use, even for a toddler. Art School is one of the best of kind but
is for slightly older children with its wealth of features, this leads to a
lot of confusion with the very young, this is the gap JA fills.

Captain Carnage-Alien Exterminator
F1-061
£3.99

An indestructable alien vessel is heading for earth and only one person can
stop it- Captain Carnage, the legendary Cosmic Commando. If you have
played Alien Breed then this game will be familiar territory. You must
guide Cpt C around the three HUGE levels of alien infested mayhem, shooting
everything that moves and collecting a variety of pickups.

The Ultimate Quiz Vol 1 (V2.01)
F1-060
£3.99

This excellent quiz game comes with 1000 questions covering many different
subjects. Its very well presented, easy to use and has great sound fx.
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Quiz works on any Amiga and comes with full instructions and a Hard Disk
installer. There is a built in on-line-help option and neat hi-score
table.

Blast Em!
F1-058
£3.99

Blast Em! is a fast and furious all action alien blaster, covering 50
crazy levels, brilliant music/soundfx really give this game a great
atmosphere. The gameplay, although extremely simple is disturbingly
addictive. You want want to stop, but you can’t.

Colour Maths
F1-057
£3.99

Written by the headmaster of a Norweigian school for its pupils, Colour
Maths has been tested and approved by HUNDREDS of children. This program
has been converted to English exclusively for F1 Licenceware. Colour Maths
is basically very simple. The child is presented with a number of "Paint
by number" style pictures to colour in, the catch is, to colour in each
part of the picture the child has to solve a sum. The early screens
concentrate on simple counting, addition and subtraction. Later screens
contain division, mutiplication and also a mixture of different sums. The
targeted age range for Colour Maths is approximately 4 to 10 year olds.

Giddy 2
F1-056
£3.99

At last, the sequel to the No.1 P.D hit Giddy is here and totally exclusive
to the F1 range. For those of you who have never seen Giddy 1, I will
explain. Everyone must of played, or at least seen a Dizzy game from
Codemasters, giddy is a snipe at the Dizzy games and in most cases is
better. Move around the scenery picking up objects and solving puzzles by
manipulating objects. For example you must find a bucket of water to put
out a fire. The graphics are great, with good use of colour. Giddy was
coded in pure Assembly language meaning super smooth animations and slick
gameplay. Every kid loves a dizzy game and soon every kid will want a
Giddy game. Giddy is a craze just waiting to happen. A great platformer.

AmosZine Issue 4
F1-056
£5.99

This is the Amoszine Christmas special, and it is VERY special. Over 70
items to read including tutorials/news/reviews/help/hints/tips etc. The
Amoszine driver now supports easy de-archiving of LHA files, which means
all the extra source code and programs can be archived on to the disks.
Once de-archived these 3 disks expand onto a mega SEVEN disks. As this is
a three disk special we have pulled out all of the stops, just look at
this: The source to to FIVE COMPLETE GAMES, two of which are exclusive to
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AZ. The DUMP extension, How to write a Micro-Machines style game, source
example included. A set of programs to create 3D menus, The source to a
well known demo, (C) free graphics and music and tons more goodies too
numerous to mention. This is THE Amos mag to read. Supported by some of
the best coders in the country, and highly rated by the Amiga press.

Off You Go
F1-054
£3.99

Four educational titles on this one, they are:

* OFF YOU GO - A board game for 1 to 4 players. The idea is to get your
three worms home before the other players or computer.

* MIGHTY MIND - A splendid rendition of the classic boardgame Mastermind.

* FIND IT - Shake up the letters in the grid and see how many words you
can make before the timer runs out. (5 years+)

* WORD HOP - Guess the word, letter by letter before the frog gets the
bug! (7 Years+)

Wheelie
F1-053
£3.99

Do you remember the Spectrum classic Wheelie? great wasn’t it? This game
is a tribute to that old classic. This version of Wheelie though has been
Amigazied ie. its better looking, bigger, faster but plays just as well.
For those of you not familiar with the game I will give a brief outline.
You control a motorbike and must avoid the nasties (Kangaroo’s and other
wildlife) jump ditches, buses etc. and generally navigate to the end of
each level. Excellent!

Operation Firestorm
F1-052
£3.99

Written by the author of the highly rated Wibble World Giddy and Giddy 2,
Op Firestorm is a brilliant shoot em up game in the sytle of Green Beret.
Easily of commercial quality, the action spans 5 formiddable Vertical/
Horizontally scrolling levels each ending with a showdown with a gigantic
guardian. The game is written in 100% 68000 assembly language,features
excellent graphics, 50 frames per second screen update for silky smooth
action, in-game music and fx,power ups, highscore table etc. The game will
work on ALL Amigas and takes advantage of extra memory to eliminate
loading.

AmosZine
F1-049
£5.99
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F1 are proud to announce the release of AMOSZINE a new quality programmers
disk magazine. For less than £2 per disk you get loads of EXCLUSIVE SOURCE
CODE written by some of the best Amos coders in the country.

Erik
F1-048
£3.99

This excellent platform game was to be a commercial release but the company
went bust before Erik saw the light of day. Since then the author has
written more games and decided to give you Licenceware fans a treat and a
bargain. The graphics and playability are excellent, loads of levels,
secret rooms, bonuses, warps zones, weapons upgrading, shops, etc. etc.
In fact everything you would expect from a commercial quality platform
game.

F1 Music Vol 4
F1-047
£3.99

The latest and best in the F1 Music series. This time we have 20
powerpacked mods of varying musical themes. If you are a programmer who
can’t write your own music then these disks are aimed mainly at you.

Maze Madness
F1-046
£3.99

Another maze/puzzler but quite different from T-Tec-Maze. In Maze Madness
you control a car and must avoid the computer cars at all costs whilst
clearing the screen of objects (like Pacman) but unlike Pacman you have a
weapon in the form of "smoke screens" which you can use to temporarily
block the paths of other cars. A really nice/addictive game, lot’s of fun.

I-Tec-Maze
F1-045
£3.99

This aim of this great maze game is, as you would expect, to get from the
starting point to the exit of each maze. This involves moving your wobbly
blob over switches that toggle gates of certain colours open and shut in
various parts of the maze. This game is simple in concept, but like most
simple ideas is infuriatingly addictive and is extremely brain taxing.

Henry’s House
F1-040
£4.99

As Henry, you have been ordered by your mum to collect all of your toys,
which are scattered in various rooms of your house, or its NO POCKET MONEY
for a month! Henry’s House is a platform game for youngsters (Approx 5-10
Yrs) and is just jolly good fun, well the kids need some fun too! The
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graphics are of a very high quality and are very colourful. The puzzles
are fairly straight forward but require a little grey matter here and
there. HH includes the complete Amos source code for all you budding
programmers out there, which means you could add more levels if you wished.

Two Can Play
F1-039
£3.99

Gina Mears is back, with her most innovative educational module yet! Two
Can play (As the title suggests) is designed for two children (3-10 yrs) to
play at the same time, eliminating the usual "Its my go, Mum!!" forever.
Each child can play at a difficulty level that suits them. All the game
modules are mouse driven.

Ambassador Pro
F1-038
£3.99
2MB Chip Only

Another fruit machine sim for all you addicts out there. Different
features graphics and sound. APro is a great game of high quality and high
fun. Features include:

1. Nudge POT (adds nudges to your nudge pot panel)
2. Future Low Win (make sure your stake is high)
3. Future High Win (make sure your stake is high)
4. Stop a Win
5. Money Jackpot (increases on special wins)

Super Bingo V2
F1-037
£3.99
2MB Chip Only

Now here is something different! Do you want to run a Bingo session at
home or at the club? Well if you do then you cannot go far wrong if get
this automatic Bingo caller. Super Bingo does NOT use the Amiga’s SAY
command for its speech like previous similar programs. Super Bingo uses
real life sampled voices. You have a choice between male or female voices
at variable speeds and pitches and optional echo hall effect, Everyone in
the family can play Bingo rather than having a member of the family being a
caller, the machine is controlled to whom ever can play BINGO and press the
mouse when he/she or other players call out.

Money Cascade
F1-036
£3.99
2MB Chip Only

A great fruit machine sim with tons of features. Realistic reel spinning
and realistic sound effects. No need to waste money on the real thing
anymore as Money Cascade IS as good as the real thing, without the risks.
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Money Cascade is Hard Drive installable and comes with plenty of
documentation and on-line help at a press of a key.

Chilly Chavez
F1-035
£5.99

This is a great platform game. Use cute Chilly to collect the money bags,
dodge/kill the baddies and collect the bonuses over seven large levels.
Simple in gameplay but great in fun-factor. Chilly, will take ages for
even the best gamers to complete. The graphics and sound fx are of a very
high standard and add to the atmosphere. It comes on three graphically
compressed disks. A real,fun challenge.

Formula 1 Challange V2
F1-034
£3.99

Addictive formula one management simulation for 1-4 players. Watch the
races unfold with three levels of highlights. Crashes, spins, pileups, car
failures, weather changes, fastest and record laps, make pitstops.
Accurate and detailed graphics of the teams, circuits, etc. 15 Teams, 2
cars per team, 50 drivers with varying skills, complete engine and tyre
contracts.

Power Planner V1.1
F1-033
£3.99

A powerful Personal organizer program to help you keep track of important
events, address’+telephone numbers , and prevent you from forgetting
important yearly events e.g birthdays , anniversaries! , etc.
Appointments can be given different priorities so that you can be notified
on the day of the appointment , 1,2,3 or 4 weeks in advance. A separate
small program called Diary Checker is used to warn you of the events. The
telephone directory section provides all the features to manage such a
database including (Searching, printing , add/delete/editing, first,
previous, next, and last movements)

Powerbase V3.30
F1-031
£3.99

A professional quality database program that’s both incredibly easy to use
and yet very powerful. Previously released as a commercial program it
received stunning reviews.

Fortress
F1-030
£3.99
1MB version
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Due to popular demand the author, Lee Bamber, has managed to squeeze
Fortress onto a 1 meg machine. See F1-007 for a detailed description of
the game. The game is virtually the same but obviously something had to
go. This version has a fewer sound effects/less music and some screens use
less colours but the gameplay remains the same.

CLIndex
F1-028
£3.99
Workbench 2 or above

Clindex Is a reference guide to AmigaDOS C commands. It includes a
beginners tutorial. It does not in any way claim to be an experts’
reference guide. The author suggests that if you are an absolute beginner
you read chapter seven of the "Using The Amiga Workbench" manual to
familiarize yourself with the basics as well as reading through and using
the three supplied tutorials. Not only does Clindex include nearly all the
commands in the Kickstart ROM and nearly all the commands in the Workbench
C directory, it also covers some of the more common PD utilities you will
find in the C directory of some disks.

The States of Europe
F1-027
£3.99

States Of Europe is an eductional presentation containing information on
various aspects of Europe, including factfiles on every European country.
S.O.E uses the multimedia package Hyperbook and is full of amazing and
informative facts. It is well presented and easy to use. Suitable for 8
year olds to adult.

Take a Look at Europe
F1-026
£3.99

This educational package is aimed at eleven year olds and upwards. There are
six learning modules all accessed from an easy to use, full screen menu. The
modules are:

* COUNTRIES * CAPITALS * OCEANS

* FLAGS * CURRENCY * QUICK REFERENCE

Art School V1.1
F1-025
£4.99

Good art program for all ages.

Maths Monkey
F1-024
£3.99
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This one is for the older child, approximately 7 to 12 year olds. Offers
fabulous value for money, the learning modules are:

* TELL ME THE TIME * ON THE BLACKBOARD * GRID REFERENCE

* MEASURE IT RIGHT * MONEY MATTERS * FUN WITH FRACTIONS

Pick and Stick
F1-023
£3.99

Yet another class production from the Gina Mears factory! This one is for
children of up to six years old. Pick and Stick is a very simple, but fun,
picture creator. The child can choose from three different settings,
SEASIDE FAMILY or UNDERWATER. The child then has around fifty different
objects to PICK and Stick on the background picture to create their own
scenes.

Ask me Another
F1-022
£3.99

This disk gives tremendous value for money, it contains twenty individual
learning modules that are both fun and cover a wide range of different
learning techniques. This disk is intended for children aged 3 and
upwards. Full instructions are included in the program.

Multi-player Yahtzee
F1-021
£3.99

O.K this is the dice game Yahtzee, but the big difference here is that this
version supports up to four players, and has some of the best sampled sound
effects I have heard. In one player mode the computer opponnent plays a
mean game. Up to four players can play as human or computer or any
combination of the two. We got a friend of ours who likes these type of
games to play test it for us, his response was "Very realistic, absorbing,
addictive as well as a lot of fun". Dave King, the programmer, said he
spent nearly six months tweaking the game to perfection, and it shows.

Impact
F1-020
£3.99

This is an original game, best described as a Demolition Derby Board Game,
if you know what I mean? No? I will explain then. 1 to 3 players can
play, each controlling a car on the board, dice are thrown to enable the
distance you can move around the board (or track if you like) the total
distance you can move Depends on the condition of your car. There are lots
of power ups, good and bad to be collected on the way round and the main
idea is to smash up your opponnents cars and get them into situations where
they will crash into each other or obstacles. The sound FX and music are
good and the gameplay is VERY addictive. One track can take anything from
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10 minutes to two hours. As I said it‘s highly original and great fun, I
have never seen anything like it.

Touch ‘n’ Go
F1-019
£3.99

Another quality production from Alan Carter (see Art School) This has all
the ingredients of a great puzzle game. It‘s simple in gameplay and
concept,furiously addictive and original. Contains 100 levels to play.
Also supports passwords, parallax scrolling and wicked backdrops, cool
music and sound FX.

Relics oF Deldroneye
F1-018
£6.99 (4 disks)

* 2 MEG CHIP ONLY *

If you have seen or played Monkey Island/Lure Of The Temptress etc. then
you already have a good idea of what this game is like. It‘s a mouse
driven interactive adventure with great graphics, sound fx and animations.
Add to that brain numbing but logical puzzles, 64 colour graphics, around
100 locations and a dangerously high addiction level and you now have an
even better idea. Relics is written by Lee Bamber, the author of the
highly rated game FORTRESS and he admits that RELICS far exceeds anything
else he has written before.

F1 Music Disk Vol.3 (Slow Music)
F1-017
£3.99

F1 Music Vol 3 Is a collection of nine Tracker modules composed by Steve
Gane exclusively for F1 Licenceware. The idea of this collection is to aid
programmers who cannot or do not have the time to write their own music.
There is nothing more to pay the musician as he will receive a royalty for
each disk sold.

Pic Knit
F1-016
£3.99

Ok, this program will only be of interest to a few people, but for anyone
who does do knitting this program is a boon. What it does is allows you to
convert any IFF picture to a knitting pattern, you then print it out and
knit it. It’s very easy to use and VERY clever. If you want to show your
mum how useful your Amiga is then here is your chance. Worth every penny
to all knitters out there.

Tots Time
F1-014
£3.99
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Yet another brilliant Educational program from Gina Mears, this one is
mainly for the very young child up to four year olds and contains three
programs.

* ABC - Press a key in the alphabet to view a picture.

* 123 - Click on a number to reveal a picture pertaining to that number.

* SOUNDS - Click on a picture to hear a sound relating to it.

Through the Red Door@
F1-013
£3.99

Four educational programs for 3-5 yr olds. Each of the four programs are
accessed by Ringing the bell on one of the four red doors. The four
programs are:

* Colours - Help Simon and Sarah to choose the colours of objects.

* Numbers - Help Sarah to find the missing animals in the shop.

* Clothes - Help to dress Sarah and Simon in the correct clothing.

* Letters - Find the objects begining with the selected letter.

Obliteratives
F1-012
£3.99

Obliteratives is an arcade skill game for 1 or 2 players. The main aim of
the game is to manoeuvre around the screens destroying the defence pods,
when they have been cleared you can get to work on destroying the main
enemy base. In two player mode the fun is blowing up your opponnent in the
rush to be first to destroy the enemy base. The big difference with
Obliteratives is you can load in your own custom made IFF screens to use as
the play area giving the game unlmted lastability.

o 1 or 2 players
o 6 difficulty levels
o Weapons select
o Craft select
o Training mode
o Create your own levels
o Addictive as hell

IFF Vector Ball Designer
F1-011
£3.99

VBD allows you to quickly and easily design your own vector ball sequences
just like the ones you see in all those megademos and animations. As the
finished sequence is saved out as an IFF file you can incorporate the
sequence as bobs/sprites/screens or whatever in your own programs, whether
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you write in Amos, Blitz, C, or in fact any language. Controlled via the
mouse in an easy to use point and click environment.

o Completely mouse controlled o Up to 99 components per object
o 4 to 32 frame animations o Save as data for re-loading later
o 360 degree rotation around any axis o View top, front, side of image
o Up to 10 objects can be edited at once o 4 different lighting directions
o View sequence o Straight and perspective views
o Edit palette o Playback at different speeds
o On line help o + more

Karate Master
F1-010
£3.99
2MB Chip

Karate Master is a serious Karate Sim, it has all the speed and variety of
moves and excitement of the real sport. Your machine will need at least
1.5 Megabytes of memory to run KM.

o 1 or 2 Players
o 99 Levels
o Increasing enemy intelligence
o Selectable suit colours
o Timer on/off option
o 10 fighting speeds
o Sub game every two levels

The Rainy Day Disk
F1-009
£3.99

The Rainy Day Disk is an excellent compilation of five childrens
educational programs. The recommended age range is for 4 to 8 year olds.
The programs are:

Paint Box - Allowing children to easily colour in one of ten pictures.

Tiny Tunes - Contains 10 popular nursery rhymes.

Wordsearch - Find the hidden words in each of ten different puzzles.

Story Book - Four stories to read.

Scribble Pad - Make your own pictures in this mini-art program.

F1 Music Disk Vol.2 (Rock)
F1-008
£3.99

F1 Music Vol 2 Is a collection of eight Tracker modules composed by Steve
Gane exclusively for F1 Licenceware. The idea of this collection is to aid
programmers who cannot or do not have the time to write their own music.
There is nothing more to pay the musician as he will receive a royalty for
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each disk sold.

Fortress
F1-007
£3.99
2MB Chip

* 1 MB version F1-030 *

Fortress is a war Arcade/strategy game based on the likes of MEGALOMANIA
and POPULOUS, with Excellent GFX, sound FX and an addiction level that will
keep you glued to the monitor for simply yonks! The aim of the game is to
build your armies and enter battle to take control of your enemies castles
and eventually the world. The game comes with in-program instructions but
they don‘t tell you everything, which leaves you discovering many surprise
features and battle tactics. The Amos Source code to Fortress is available
direct from the Author, please state Amos Original or Amos Pro version.
The cost is £6. Send to: Lee Bamber. DPT F1C "Rockville" Warrington
Road, Lower Ince, Wigan, Lancs. WN3-4QG

F1 Music Disk Vol.1
F1-005
£3.99

F1 Music Is a collection of ten Tracker modules composed by Steve Gane
exclusively for F1 Licenceware. The idea of this collection is to aid
programmers who cannot or do not have the time to write their own music.
There is nothing more to pay the musician as he will receive a royalty for
each disk sold. All Steve asks is that he is credited for his music in
your production. The modules remain Steve‘s copyright and can only be used
by the original purchaser of the disk. Steve is currently hard at work
composing more disks of music for F1, in the near future we are expecting a
disk of Acid/Rave music and a Rock disk.

Super Fun
F1-004
£3.99

Super fun is a suite of four seperate education programs for children in
the range of 5-9yrs. The programs are as follows:

Sum Blaster, Solve each sum in a time limit to gain fuel for your ship to
make it home to Earth. Nine levels.

Noisemaker, Make your own recording using built in sound samples and
play them back. Up to 750 sounds in one track supported.

Tables, Allows user to see any times table from 1 to 99, fun sound fx.

Crack It, A junior version of Mastermind using numbers.

Cricket Crazy
F1-002
£3.99
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Cricket Crazy is the most advanced cricket simulation yet, combining arcade
action and strategy in a mix of fun and friction that even non- cricket
fans will enjoy.

Magnum Pro
F1-001
£3.99

Most people will remember the highly acclaimed P.D version of Magnum V1.7
which received a 93% rating in C.U Amiga back in October 1993. Magnum Pro
is original, and the idea behind it is very popular, to create a disk
magazine. And now with the Amos source code included Magnum Pro can be
transformed, allowing people to design their very OWN interface without
using the standard Magnum creator!

1.11 F1Gold

FG-001 GRAC V2 £6.99 +P&P 2 Disks + 40page manual

Have you played the best non-commercial adventure on the Amiga? (Relics Of
Deldroneye, F1-018) Yes? enjoyed it didn’t you! How would you like to
create your own graphic adventure game similar or even better than Relics?
Now, F1 brings you GRAC, The Graphical Adventure Creator. GRAC is the
first ever Graphic Adventure creator on any computer. What! you can’t
program? Don’t worry no programming skills are needed, though any
programming knowledge will be of benefit. you will need a basic
understanding of your Amiga though. GRAC supports standard IFF picture
files/sound samples and MOD/MED music modules.

This program is a genuinely brilliant piece of software, Don’t confuse GRAC
with the old Adventure creators that have been about for years, at worst
they allowed you to create text-only adventures and at best they allowed
text and a still picture. Grac allows you to create Monkey Island/Relics
style games with ease. I have personally seen GRAC’s inception over the
past seven months and Edmund has put a lot of thought and hard work into
GRAC. If you can use Dpaint you can create a game. GRAC comes with a
complete game called Lethal Formula written with GRAC to show you what can
be done. Also included are plenty of example graphics/animations and a
complete step by step tutorial.

FG-002 BlackBoard V4 £8.99 +P&P 3 Disks +24 page manual

* NOT A500 *

The top image processor everyone keeps asking about has made it on to the
F1 Gold label. It’s been a long time since V3 and David has been keeping
an eye on the competition, here are the new features:

* On line help * New front end

* New file formats * Rotate pics in 3D

* Clone areas of the screen * New buffer functions

* New edit facilities * Store up to 99 pics in RAM
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* Create stereograms * Built in displayer

* Output depth data from landgen * Mask functions

Requires 2 floppy drives or a hard drive. 1 meg req but more recommended.
AGA machine also recommended but not essential.

FG-003 Magic PaintBox £6.99 +P&P 1 Disk + 22 page manual

This is our third and best childrens art package. Unlike Art School and
Junior Artist you can output your pictures straight from Magic Paint Box to
your printer. There are more than 84 functions to play with and its all
made very easy to use with on-line VERBAL help, ie. click on a button and
the program will tell you verbally what it is. MPB has all the features
you would expect and then some. With the help of the printed manual, which
clearly shows every icon and describes what it does, your child will be
knocking out stunning pictures within minutes. Even if your kid is not
artistic there are lots of ready drawn backgrounds to load in, and tons of
colourful clip art stamps like flowers, planes, fences, clouds etc. MPB
was written by Malcolm Lavery, a professional commercial artist,
exclusively for F1 customers and we are proud to bring you this splendid
product on the F1 Gold label.

** Requires Workbench 2 or higher, ie. NOT A500. **

FG-004 D.M.C GOLD £6.99 +P&P 2 Disks + 30page manual

DMC lets you create Disk Magazines or cat disks just like all the
professionals, but with one major advantage, no coding experience is
required. Now anyone can create disk mags as professional as Amoszine,
Moviezone, MAG E, Grapevine and all the rest.

Some features of DMC GOLD include:
==================================

o Text articles which use up to 15 colours
o 7 non-flashing and 8 flashing
o Text colours can be switched on/off
o Split Screen text articles (as seen in the above named mags)
o Secret Articles (Encrypted for security)
o Up to 7 ClipArt pictures can be shown alongside your text articles

easily. ClipArt pics use 16 colours !!! :^)
o Three music mods can be played and switched on/off
o Up to 10 Intro Pics can be shown
o DMC can also display pictures from the Index in two modes, DMC

Display (pic shown between top info screen and user panel) or now
full screen display (DMC is hidden from view)

o Create your very own user panel (customise to your needs)
o Fully control the titles atop each Index Page
o Fully control text colours on Index Pages
o Fully control the mouse pointer’s colours
o DMC GOLD is 100% compatible with data files that are crunched with

Crunch-Mania by Thomas Schwarz (The best Amiga file cruncher EVER!)
This will give you extra disk space for more articles and pictures.

o DMC can be controlled by mouse and/or keyboard
o Full in-built Help guide to shortcut keys
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o DMC can be run on any Amiga and can be loaded from either CLI,
WBench, can be run from Startup-Sequence for auto-booting disks etc

o DMC is now multi-tasking and can be toggled to/from WB/CLI so you
can let other programs run in the background

o DMC has many error checking routines to stop it crashing your
system. Very intelligent and will even tell you of any errors

o All articles displayed can be output to your printer and all colour
codes will not be output to paper (what you see on screen is what
is printed - except ClipArt and Pictures)

o The list is endless!

FG-005 GRAFIX £6.99 +P&P 2 Disks +40page manual

Grafix, is a art tutor for complete beginners. The software used in
conjunction with the printed manual takes you step by step through
everything you need to know to get creating your own impressive still
graphics and animations.

Subjects covered include:
========================

o The basic human head
o Odd shaped heads
o Facial features
o Hands and feet
o The body
o Drawing animals
o How to use colour to best effect
o How to draw perspective
o Designing text and logos
o What dithering is and how to implement it
o Creating a turning head animation
o A human walk animation
o A human running animation
o Animal animations
o Landscapes
o Plus a set of pre-drawn art for your use.

Many drawing techniques are explained in the manual and the animations can
be seen live using the software. All drawings referred to in the manual
can be saved out from the GRAFIX program in IFF format so that you can load
them into your paint package and edit/examine them. Any Amiga paint
package will do, D-Paint, P-Paint etc. GRAFIX will run from 1 or more
floppy drives or can be easily installed to your hard drive. GRAFIX will
run on any Amiga, including NTSC systems.

FG-006 1st Steps With HTML £6.99 +P&P 1 Disk 50 page manual

HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is a fairly simple scripting language that
is used to create the Internet WWW pages you see in your browser. It is a
lot simpler to learn than you probably think. Indeed, the majority of
people using HTML right now have had no previous programming experience.

Amiga Specific Version
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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1st Steps With HTML has been written specifically with the Amiga in mind.
It tells what software you will need (All free) and deals with the problems
associated with the three main Amiga browsers,i.e the fact that all three
support HTML in varying degrees.

Contents include:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

o An A4 comb bound, 50 page book
o 1 floppy disk containing all HTML examples in the book
o 120+ GIF/JPG Images for use in your WWW pages
o Edword Pro Text Editor, superb for writing your HTML (Demo version)

Subjects covered in the book are:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

o Text formatting
o Links & Anchors
o Lists
o Discussion on file formats
o Displaying images
o Forms, buttons, etc.
o Tables
o Fonts
o Frames (now supported by Voyager NG and soon Ibrowse+AWeb)
o Further tutorials for free
o Freebies on the Internet
o Search Engines

If you are afraid of Tables and Frames, don’t be. This book will show you
the easy way to write basic Tables and Frames, you will be happily creating
your own in minutes. This is a unique book, as far as we know it is the
only Amiga specific HTML tutor around and is REALLY IS for the complete and
utter NOVICE.

A PC Specific version should be ready during 1997
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